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INVITES APPLICATION FOR:
} 1-YEAR GRADUATE MARINE ENGINEERING (GME) - SEP 2020 BATCH
Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India & The Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA)
- One year training in Marine Engineering at SIMS, Lonavala which includes
- 6 months hands-on practical training in the Ship-in-Campus
- 6 months shipboard training before appearing for Class IV examination

} 1 YEAR DECK CADETS (DNS) - AUG 2020 BATCH
Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India, The Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA), and
affiliated under Indian Maritime University (IMU) Chennai
- One year Diploma in Applied Nautical Science at SIMS, Lonavala
- Minimum 18 months of practical shipboard training before 2nd Mate’s examination

} 4 YEAR B.TECH. (MARINE ENGINEERING) – AUG 2020 BATCH
Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India and affiliated under Indian Maritime University (IMU) Chennai
- Four years B.Tech Marine Engineering course at SIMS, Lonavala
- 6 months shipboard training before appearing for Class IV examination
Eligibility
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For Deck Cadets

For B.Tech
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20 years as on date of commencement of the course

Not less than 17 years & Not more than 20
years as on date of commencement of the
course

For Engine Cadets
Not more than 25 years
commencement of the course

as

on

date
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For B.Sc. in PCM or Electronics: Not more than 22
years as on date of commencement of the course
For B.E./B. Tech. Degree from I.I.T or a college
recognized by AICTE: Not more than 25 years as on
date of commencement of the course
Marital Status
Academic

Unmarried
Results should be obtained at FIRST ATTEMPT All
Boards (Class XII):
Minimum Percentage – 60%
PCM minimum – 60% (Physics &Maths Min 60% each)
(For Andhra Pradesh & Kerala State Boards, separate
board exams held for each class(11th & 12th) & hence,
aggregate of both marks are considered)

All Boards (Class XII):
Minimum Percentage – 60%
PCM minimum – 60% (Physics &Maths Min
60% each)
(For Andhra Pradesh & Kerala State Boards,
separate board exams held for each
class(11th & 12th) & hence, aggregate of both
marks are considered)

BSc: Degree in Physics/ Chemistry/ Mathematics/
Electronics with minimum 55% in final year along with
Min 55% in PCM in Class XII

Graduation in BE (Mechanical) Engineering from
an AICTE approved Institute with a minimum
marks of 55% in final year.
Candidate must clear his BE/ B.Tech in 4 years
only
Numbers of ATKTs / Arrears / Repeats / “E”
grades obtained during the entire degree
programme: Not more than six attempts

BE (Mechanical) Engineering: Degree from an AICTE/
UGC Deemed University Approved Institute with min
55% in final year

Medical

Physically fit and meet the standards laid out by DG Shipping*

Language
Eyesight

English shall be one of the subjects with minimum marks scored 50% in class X or XII
No Colour Blindness , 6/6 vision in better eye and
maximum permissible up to 6/9 in the other eye
(without visual aids)

IMU - CET

No Colour Blindness, Use of corrective lenses permitted but the maximum permissible limits, at
entry are 6/12 in each eye or 6/9 in the better eye and 6/18 in the other eye for Distant Unaided
Vision. ( As given in M.S. Act, Medical Examinations, Annexure B.)

Candidates must clear IMU-CET

N.A

“100% in-house placement on ESM-managed vessels upon successful completion of the course”
*Approved Educational Loans from IDBI, SBI & other Nationalised Banks available! *Scholarships available basis SIMS entrance test and first semester results.

For more information on what we have to offer and downloading the application form, please visit our website at

www.samundra.com or contact us at the following:
Email }

admission.sims@samundra.com I Tel }

MUMBAI/LONAVALA: 02114399500/516/ 9359632520/ 967399827 DELHI: 91-11-49882700/ 9899332650

CHANDIGARH: 91-160-6667777/ 6284456328 CHENNAI: 91-484-4151777-8/ 8428006602 COCHIN: 91-484-4151777-8/ 8943312890
PATNA/KOLKATA: 91-612-3223692/ 612-3222622/ 8051808332
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Editorial Note
Before Covid-19 had started ravaging the world and brought mankind and the entire
global economy on their knees, we had decided on bringing this issue of Samundra Spirit
to delve into the impact of climate change on the shipping industry. A serendipity indeed!
As the situation stands at the time of writing this note, it is totally outside the pages of the human
history hitherto; where would we land up and what’s in store in near future is anybody’s guess.
Nevertheless, the truth is that in trying to contain the onslaught of the pandemic, each country is
closing its physical borders with the outside world and there is a growing awareness that we are
all in this together. No matter where and who we are, a solution needs to be worked out together.
Once again, we are trying to bring in a perspective strictly related to the shipping industry, which
our authors and readers belong to. The topics dwell on impact of the pollution, impact of human
activities on environment, the climate changes, the reason and repercussions, and the impact on
the humankind now and for the future. That brings us to the question of what’s being done and
could be done to avert or rather delay the catastrophe for the time being.
Unlike the previous issues where we have authors bringing out issues related to either navigation
or engineering issues, here we have seasoned seafarers passionately writing about environment
issues. Are we reaching the Tipping point of environmental catastrophe? Jims Andrews argues in
favour through the story of the destruction of the Amazon rainforest - the lungs of the planet. Do
read Capt. Manab Sarmah’s article to understand the impact of the climate change on the ports
and harbours and Capt. Subhendu Hati’s article on global warming and tropical storms, while
Capt. Anuradha Jha and Capt. Vincent Fernandes narrate their personal stories from sailing
days and the seafarer’s role in following the rules for environment protection. “Slow down or
Perish” is a no-nonsense & interesting take of Prasad Godbole, not to be missed either. In-house
psychologist Harshali Kotekar provides a guide on how to destress and lead a meaningful life
even confined in small space like a ship under extraordinary situation such as the on-going
pandemic. To know and understand the regulations in shipping for protection of environment
and thereby the climate changes, please go through the articles of Mr. Viswanathan and
Capt. Krishnan.
Finally, we totally agree to what teenage environmental activist Greta Thunberg demands:
“We deserve a safe future. And we demand a safe future. Is that really too much to ask?”
It’s our collective efforts, job, duty and commitment that we take the environment and the earth
as seriously as the passion of the writers in this issue of Samundra Spirit.
Enjoy reading and remain safe and healthy wherever you are,
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Message from Capt. H. Subramaniam
Congratulations to all cadets of SIMS. Your very presence at the campus is proof of your selection purely
on merit. When you look back, years later, you can say, “Yes! I am a product of SIMS”. Your career is
assured in a first-class company.
In my career span of 50 over years ashore, I got to know most of the pre-sea academies in India- some as
a visitor, or a government inspector, chief guest at functions, as a visiting member of the faculty and as an
employee. So, when I say that SIMS is one of the finest academies in India, it is backed by my comparative
observations.
Remember, for a cadet, the first few weeks on board a ship will be spent in getting familiar with the ship
itself and the operations thereon. Gradually you will find some free time. Spend it constructively. Choose
some hobby that will give you a sense of achievement - drawing, painting, reading, music (any type),
dancing, playing a musical instrument, etc. Or even stamp collecting which I remember one seafarer I
knew pursued very profitably. He collected, exchanged and sold postage stamps at each port. The cheapest,
common stamps in one port are cherished by philatelists in faraway ports.
Whilst at sea, aim to be a good shipmate. Be part of a team rather than prove you are better than someone
else. A classic example of one-upmanship: While the normal discharging time for a tanker was four days,
one Chief Officer managed it in three days and blew his trumpet loud and clear to the employers. Next
voyage to the same port, the same Chief Officer took five days! The previous voyage was summer. This
voyage was winter when the oil became thick and would not flow fast!
Be careful in your communications with home. Provide interesting information – not just temporary
discomforts like headaches, etc. They should bring cheer to the recipients, not worry.
At present, your immediate objective is to get on board. Soon thereafter, you will aim to get to the top
– become the Master or the Chief Engineer. Past statistics show that the average seafarer spends about
eight years at sea before settling ashore with the family. Pursue some distance learning qualifications like
Marine law, Marine Insurance, Commercial knowledge, Financial Management, etc. These add to your
knowledge and would help you in your career ashore. By the time you reach the top position on a ship,
you will have extra qualifications on hand.
Finally, be careful of complacency. Assured employment may tend to take away the incentive to do one’s
best.
I enjoyed my career at sea and wish I could live it again.
Wish you all the best in your career.

Capt. H Subramaniam
Retired Principal, LBS College
Former Captain Superintendent, TS Chanakya
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Leading Seafarers in Changing Perspective
Capt. Vincent Fernandes
Dean Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai

Seafarers have always expressed their
unhappiness with the constant restrictions
imposed by plethora of new incoming
maritime regulations. However, even today,
Port State Control Inspections find Marpol
violations on board ships. The latest
requirements of the 2020 Global Sulphur
Cap and compliance with the D2 standard
(Ballast water management) have put the
entire maritime world into overdrive. New
equipment, their maintenance and training
requirements, the increased workload on
the ship’s staff are always throwing up new
challenges their way.
Why do we resist these regulations?
Shouldn’t we be seeing it from a more mature
perspective?
In 2012 while on board a vessel, I received
the company directives for compliance with
the revised Garbage management regulations
entering into force on 1st Jan 2013. All that was
allowed to be discharged overboard was food
waste. Everything else was needed to be kept
on board for eventual disposal ashore. My
Chief Cook was extremely vocal with his views
on these new requirements and gave me 100
reasons why it would be impossible to comply
with these. When all my explanations failed,
I finally told him that there was no choice. It
was a regulation and any violation would be a

criminal offence. By the look on his face I knew
this was not going to be easy.
Being on a VLCC with long voyages, we were
only landing garbage in Fujairah once every
45 days. We now had the daunting task of
stocking all the waste and metal tins, which
were easily thrown overboard earlier, for 45
days. Our first month was a disaster with a
dirty stink emanating and a lot of flies buzzing
around the garbage locker, that were now
threatening to enter the accommodation. My
Chief Cook was winning and he would always
look at me with “I told you so” written all over
his face.
We had to do something different. We needed
to be better than what we were. We began with
simple rules like whoever finished the tetra
Pak of milk or juice would cut it open, rinse it
and only then put in garbage storage. Garbage
segregation while being practiced earlier as
well, was now strictly imposed. The monthly
safety meetings also allowed discussions to
take place on best practices that we could
follow. Soon coke cans were being flattened
before finding their way into garbage bins,
empty plastic bottles were compressed by
hand, and I was happy to watch my crew
taking so much care to keep the garbage
area clean. Crew members not following
or newly joined were patiently corrected by
their colleagues. Something “impossible” in
the world of my Chief Cook, started to feel
so normal. During our next internal audit, a
visiting superintendent told the Chief Cook
that it was the cleanest garbage locker he had
seen lately. My Chief Cook was now explaining
to him all the initiatives we had taken to

maintain this standard. When he made an eye
contact with me, I could see his sheepish grin.
I felt really happy we were doing well, whereas
other vessels seemed to be still struggling.
Climate
change
and
the
resulting
environmental concerns are generally the
triggers for several rules and regulations being
imposed on vessels. These regulations when
followed strictly have a positive impact on the
climate to avoid reaching a tipping point of a
natural disaster which the mankind cannot
afford at any cost.
The recent regulations on the Sulphur cap
and D2 standards may be only a few links
in a long chain of regulations that are yet to
follow. We may choose to resist them and find
innumerous reasons as to why they would be
difficult to follow (like my chief cook did). All
we really need is one reason to fully comply
and that is to keep the planet healthy for OUR
future generations.
Let’s change our perspective on the new
regulations coming our way. We need to
remember that these have been brought in as
a result of dire necessities including climate
changes. Violating these regulations and trying
to hoodwink PSC inspectors or any authorities
would only be fooling ourselves. Under today’s
dire situations we must minimise the resources
being used and become as energy efficient as
possible. Let’s follow regulations and keep
our planet safe & healthy, since it’s our only
option to ensure a cleaner & safer world for our
children to inherit.

D2
Standard

??
2020 Global
Sulphur Cap

Garbage
management
regulations
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Port Management to Counter Disruptions from
Climate Change
Capt. Manab Kumar Sarmah
Nautical Faculty,
SIMS, Lonavala

Like all other industries, shipping industry
also has been continuously facing the
increasing effects of climate change. A
good deal of studies has been done on its
impact on coastal areas. However, impacts
on ports & harbours have not received
the due attention, though many cities owe
their origin, existence and prosperity to the
economic activities of their ports.
Nature and degree of these impacts will, of
course, not be uniform across the globe, but
will be region and geography specific and only
a detailed study of an area can forecast the
associated effects. Some of the general impacts
of climate change on ports and harbours in the
world along with some associated remedial
measures are enumerated below.
1. The major danger is the changes in water
levels resulting out of melting glaciers, ice
caps and thermal expansion of the seas
entailing an increase in the existing sea
levels. Although sea level rise is slow and
steady, the consequential inundation of
the port areas with its wide-ranging effects
can be highly ruinous. Such a risk can
be countered by changes in building and
structural development practices and by
raising height levels of port infrastructures
in future port designs and making
appropriate changes to the existing ones.
2. Global increase in strength and frequency
of violent storm events and extreme
precipitation is another great risk. This
will lead to stronger wave action and
higher storm surges accompanied by
stronger winds with ensuing damages to
port infrastructures, wharves & jetties and
also to ships and cargo. To counteract
this, defensive structures will have to
be erected to restrict wave-action and
changes will have to be incorporated in
the design standards of the infrastructures
and facilities to withstand stronger storms.
Additionally, storm water facilities will
require augmentation to drain away
excessive precipitation.

3. Another accompaniment to increased
storms and precipitation occurrence
is reduction in channel depths due to
deposition of eroded material and debris in
the channel, caused by rainwater torrents.
This will require creation of defence
mechanisms against erosion as well as
recurring channel clearance and dredging.
4. The increased storms will disrupt port
operations leading to delays in cargo
transfers, longer port stay of ships and
also disturb sailing & delivery schedules
causing consequential domino effect in
other industries and economic activities.
5. Further, storm activities with increased
wind speeds and wave heights will have
adverse impact on operations such as
berthing, pilot boarding and cargo handling.
Some areas in the world will also face
increase in the number of fog days, which
will, likewise, have implications on pilotage
activities and general safety. Additional
safety precautions and measures will have
to be instituted to offset such occurrences.
6. Impact of ‘Global Warming’ is real and
listed below are some of the results
that have already made appearances
especially during the summer season
(a) Excessive heat will increase energy
and water consumption for cooling
requirements.
(b) Storages and warehouses may
require cooling arrangements
(c) Higher ambient temperatures can
reduce availability and operating
efficiency of cranes, machineries and
equipment. Accordingly changes in
their design already will have to be
looked into.
(d) Deterioration of paved surfaces due
to increased heating will necessitate
changes in technology
(e) Outdoor working in hotter weather
will require extra protective gears
for workers and may also need
operational changes in the working of
a port.
(f) Transfer
of
invasive
species/
organisms will impact local flora &
fauna and the environment & existing
conditions in and around a harbour
(g) However, there will be certain positive
impacts in the colder regions, wherein

icing hazards and ice accumulation
on infrastructure, machineries &
equipment will reduce. Melting of
ice will keep ports open for longer
duration of the year lengthening the
shipping season.
7. Following indirect effects will also arise:
(a) Increased risk element will raise
insurance costs of a port. The port
management will pass down this
additional financial burden to the
consumer, thus increasing port costs
for the ship owners.
(b) There will be changes in the
population distribution and movement
and also in agricultural production
and consumption patterns of goods,
services and energy, ensuing shifts in
regional shipping patterns
Climate change management is a complex
matter. Port administrations world over need to
be proactive in dealing with the issue of climate
change to facilitate un-interrupted efficient
shipping operations. Many countries have
already taken cognizance of the impending
perils and problems to be inflicted on their ports
by climate change, while many have not. It is
time all due attention is paid to this important
matter by respective authorities and necessary
measures are put in place to prevent any
disruption in their port operations and incurring
of avoidable repetitive expenditures for repairs
and relocations. Short term measures will not
be an answer.
A comprehensive study of the regional/ local
climatic projections and analyses has to be
carried out by port managers to correctly
assess the impacts of climate change and
institute appropriate measures, changes &
reinforcements, incorporate design changes
and operating standards & procedures for
safe, problem-free sustained operation of their
ports and harbours.
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Adapting to Change
Ms. Harshali Kotekar
Psychologist
SIMS, Mumbai

Change, the more welcoming and
open-minded it may sound, the more
discomforting and exhausting it can get.
Some changes are foreseen in nature
while some are unforeseen. Though
foreseen changes allow enough room
to plan, unforeseen ones can be more
overwhelming and all-consuming.
As we see the world reeling through COVID-19
pandemic, unleashing an unforeseen calamity
none were prepared and equipped to deal
with the disaster. Only those with the ability to
adapt and change with resilience will come out
triumphant at the end.
Most of the affected nations have already
declared lockdown to the normal life of the
people and have isolated themselves from the
outside world. In this unprecedented situation,
the measures taken are for the survival by
keeping away from the onslaught of the virus
as any cure from it is far from being developed.
As shipping industry is sure to feel the impact,
there has been a huge appreciation of the
seafarers for providing this precious lifeline of
distributing and carrying the supply around the
globe.
However, the seafarers are also the ones
having to suffer the brunt of isolation and
uncertainty due to closed borders, cancelled
international flights, limited to nil shore visits.
Being restless about the limited scope or
feeling helpless over the lack of control of
the situation is a normal feeling. However,
we must remember that the power to remain
positive lies with us.
Rather than getting swayed by the indiscriminate
social media feeds form everywhere, we can
focus on data or information from authentic
sources, government bodies etc., and be
knowledgeable than be speculative and
stressed.
Similarly, stay motivated towards a good cause
in these tough times, that will ensure a healthy
and focused mindset.

Do remember, entire world is in this together
and inter-dependency and cooperation will
assist us to positively direct our physical and
emotional energies towards improvement.
Few measures as below will assist those
confined to small spaces like on board a ship:
• Indulging in a hobby- say photography or
any art form
• Watching a movie together with the entire
crew
• Card games, Table tennis competition
• Sports day
• Healthy competition (sports, cooking,
cleaning the room etc.)
• Karaoke singing
• Reading and writing (keeping diaries)
The human race has always survived the
most unimaginable of circumstances with our
resilience and the positivity. It is our ability to
transition and adapt to change that makes
us stand strong in adverse situations. Allow
yourself some time, some thought and a plan
of action that would help you blend with the
present conditions. It might involve trial and
error, brainstorming, discussion, etc. until you
reach a solution that is suitable to everyone.
We need to understand that “CHANGE is
inevitable” but the way we transition or adapt
to this change is what makes us “Change and
thrive!”.
The transition phase can be P-L-A-N-N-E-D
through primary preparedness, judgement,
understanding of direct and indirect exposure,
evaluation of pros and cons and the timeframe
needed.
Primary preparedness: Basic understanding
of the situation to be dealt, people in
perspective (their rank, experience, operating
ideas etc.), positives and negatives of the
situation and people.
Judgment: Your personal take on the situation
based on your learning, experience, exposure
and formal & informal feedback from others.
Direct and indirect exposure
Direct exposure: have first-hand experience
working with the equipment or people.
Indirect exposure: have heard of it through a
friend or a colleague who had direct exposure.
Evaluation of pros and cons: plan A, B and

We’re All in This

TOGETHER!

C, possible favourable conditions and dangers
posed, the risk level, external and internal
support etc.
Timeframe: deciding on the time frame that is
needed to deal with event.

Self-help exercise
to reflect on
COVID-19
situation
Situation: Write about your present
situation and how the COVID-19
situation has affected it.
Stress: Operational/functional
(e.g. it affected other areas of my
life), emotional (e.g. I was irritable,
negative etc.) and psychological (e.g. clueless, unfocused etc.)
stress it caused
Transition period: Estimated days,
month or year it took. (it may still be
ongoing)
Outcome: What could be or was
the end result.
Strategy (optional): Technique that
was fruitful or unfruitful.
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IMO Regulations and Merchant Shipping
S. Viswanathan
Advisor
SIMS, Lonavala

Global phenomenon of Climate Change
was recognised during late seventies
to early eighties by several agencies. It
was clear by late eighties that burning
fossil fuel was increasing the percentage
of Carbon dioxide (CO2), a greenhouse
gas in the atmosphere leading to global
warming. In addition, reckless acts of
humans in cutting down trees, releasing
methane in farm activities and industrial
pollution including release of refrigerant
gases and Sulphur & Nitric Oxides into the
atmosphere added to it.
Although the atmosphere of the earth is
very large, it is a finite and closed system.
Whatever is released into the atmosphere has
to be re-absorbed or washed down by rains.
Re-absorption of Carbon dioxide is directly
proportionate to the green forest cover the
earth has. Washed down products by rain
will have far-reaching consequences in the
form of acid rain affecting human health,
agriculture and water bodies along with flora
and fauna. Some of the pollutants such as
Chlorofluorocarbons destroy ozone layer,
which will take years to repair itself. Finally,
average global temperature is rising due
to greenhouse gas emission, affecting the
climate on a large scale.

In all of the above events, merchant shipping
plays an important part in contributing
to various types of pollution. Merchant
shipping is here to stay for a long time, as
no other transportation system is as efficient.
Moreover, merchant shipping by virtue of IMO
(International Maritime Organisation) is highly
regulated and binding agreements are brought
into force rather quickly to address the issues.
In fact, the very first legally binding climate
change treaty to be adopted in the world is
Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) for
Merchant shipping.
Impact of Climate change on shipping
Shipping as any other industry, involves usage
of energy. Liquid hydrocarbons are used due
to their easy availability, ease of transport,
storage and handling, high energy density and
the low price. However, in order to achieve
maximum fuel efficiency, engine manufacturers
were revising the design parameters, which
caused unexpected pollution issues such as
NOx emissions. With the realisation of global
warming and climate change issues, engine
manufacturers were forced to modify their
engine designs and operational features to
minimize pollution caused to environment.
IMO took the lead and brought in many
conventions/protocols to reduce the impact
of release of pollutants from shipping. This
includes EEDI/ EEOI (Energy Efficiency
Operational Indicator) for limiting Carbon
dioxide emissions, prevention of Fuel
containing more than 0.5% Sulphur, NOx &
SOx limits in Emission Control Areas (ECA),

Prevention of use of Refrigerants/ Firefighting mediums causing ozone depletion,
and prevention of release of volatile organic
compounds.
This resulted in revising perceptions of
owners, engine and equipment manufacturers
and ship-builders, who then endeavoured
to incorporate design changes to fulfil the
requirements of the IMO conventions. For
example, NOx is reduced by reducing peak
pressure/ temperature during combustion
in diesel engines. SOx is reduced by either
bunkering compliant fuels or refurbish to
remove the SOx generated with modifications
like exhaust gas scrubber. Refrigerants have
been changed over to more environmentally
suitable types.
Conclusion
IMO has promulgated new conventions/
protocols to reduce/ eliminate the harm of air
pollutants from ships. The stakeholders have
put their efforts to build ships to comply with or
exceed the stipulated requirements.
Finally, it is in the hands of the seafaring
community i.e., persons at sea operating the
propulsion engines and other machineries at
the front end to ensure that all the regulations
are being complied with to safeguard the
atmosphere of our blue planet for the future
generations.

SOx
CO2

NOx
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Slow Down Or Perish
Prasad Godbole
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

‘Global Warming’ is now the elephant in the
room. Very aptly referred to by Al Gore as
‘An Inconvenient Truth’.
We realized its presence a bit late. Well, that
statement would not be wholly true. We did
not want to believe it existed. We simply could
not wrap our heads around the fact that the
activities of one puny species could actually
affect this humongous ecosystem irrevocably.
That too within just four hundred years!

Manpower turning into horsepower changed all
that. Today, as a supertanker leaves port and
the engine controls are moved to ‘Full Ahead’,
one can feel the power of fifty thousand
impatient horses distilled into one shaft that
makes the gigantic hull buck, straining against
inertia and waves, trying to be (to plagiarize
the Olympic motto) faster, higher, stronger.
From Beaumont’s humble engine, the move
to cryogenic engines and scramjets was
only a matter of time and perseverance. We
celebrated every technological breakthrough
and we had a right to! But amidst the high
fives and back slapping, we didn’t hear the
doorbell ring. It was the repayment notice
being delivered!
Global warming had arrived. But this notice
wasn’t addressed to any particular entity. It
was addressed to everyone! The whole planet
was the recipient. And we know very well
that whatever is everyone’s responsibility is
usually ignored by everyone, at least to start
with. The response, starting with disbelief
and incredulity, passed through resistance,

SL O

DOWNW

‘Action’
comprises
of predominantly two
aspects. First is to reduce
the need of energy as far as
practicable and second is to produce this
energy from renewable sources, again, as far
as practicable.
It is the first point which is good news for
shipping! Since it is against human nature to
reduce consumption, the only way to reduce
energy needs is to use the most efficient
method of transporting all consumables.
Efficient both by way of cost as well as the
pollution caused.
In this, shipping is daddy of all! It does not
suffer from the handicap of road and rail
transport which need continuous pathways
to be laid and then maintained in perpetuity.
As far as fuel efficiency is concerned air travel
cannot even hold a candle to shipping!
It is inevitable that it will be mandatory to
transport all goods by means that produce the
smallest carbon footprint. Shipping will fit the
bill like a glove!

RISH

Until then, in the absence of a force multiplier,
each person’s ability to create as well as
to destroy was limited. There was no way
a person could influence his environment
beyond his immediate proximity.

then acceptance,
hesitation, study
and finally ‘action’!

PE

Where did this figure of four hundred years
come from? There may be varying opinions
regarding who made the first industrially
popular steam engine, but the most basic
steam engine was developed in 1606 by a
Spaniard by the name Beaumont.

STOP

of ripening needs only
a few days. Once ripe,
the shelf life is very short.
If the fruits are plucked
after maturity, they will ripen
too early for the customer,
ie, in transit. If they are plucked
before maturity, they lack the taste that
customers want. Is that Catch 22 or what?
Fear not. Bring on technology!
A natural plant hormone called Ethylene
triggers the ripening process. For this,
sufficient Ethylene has to be released by the
fruit. This release is controlled by a particular
gene. We humans love to play God! We have
found that by tweaking this gene, it is possible
to slow down the release of Ethylene and
as a consequence, slow down the ripening
process! Voila!
It is no longer necessary to fly the fruit. If
sufficient slowing down can be achieved,
the fruit can not only be shipped over longer
distances, it will no longer be necessary for
container vessels to sail at breakneck speeds,
guzzling fuel like there is no tomorrow! Thus
bringing down the carbon footprint even
further!

That brings us to the Achilles heel of shipping.
What about perishables?

There is so far no proven method of slowing
down the blooming of flowers! But we are
working on that! For the time being, they will
have to be flown.

As far as fruits are concerned, maturing and
ripening are two separate processes that take
place linearly. Maturing takes a long time, but
once maturity has been achieved, the process

Global warming may be the ultimate dark
cloud. But even this one has a silver lining.
It is going to make shipping the flavour of all
seasons.
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Owning Responsibility for Environmental Protection
Capt. Anuradha Jha
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Imagine you are sailing on one of the
oldest Suezmax tankers during her final
days and months of trading before she
heads towards the scrapyard. Vessel is
proceeding towards anchorage at very
slow speed. Wind is blowing from behind
and the vessel heading the tide. The
vessel is now just a few cables short of
the planned anchoring position, astern is
given. Suddenly the visibility reduces for
no reason at all. While you are still trying
to figure out what just happened, a nearby
vessel calls on VHF, to which Third Officer
replies. The caller hollers if everything
is okay with our ship. Once duty officer
meekly confirms that all is well, the other
vessel replies, “I can see very thick and
dense smoke coming out from your ship’s
funnel, is there a fire in your engine room?”
He further adds that he was thinking of
calling stations for heaving anchors and
preparing lifeboats!
By that time, you have realised the reduction in
visibility is not because of any sudden weather
changes but the thick smoke generated
by your own vessel. Wind blew the smoke
towards forward of the accommodation and
the bridge. Obviously, the engine puked lots
of unburnt carbon and the thick smoke settled
down just above sea level, up to a height of
about 20 mtrs.
Though an engineer would have explained
better the mechanics of the black smoke/
cloud; however, the extreme sarcasm under
the circumstances, you had no option but
to quietly pocket it coming from your fellow
seafarer in another ship!
The lesson learnt in that up and close situation,
was by none other than the author of this
article and here I am to explain with conviction
why such situation although not uncommon
even today, must be seriously banished from
the shipping world, if we want a cleaner and
healthier environment around us today and for
the future generation.
It is estimated that the shipping alone is
responsible for emission of 2 to 3% of total

human made emissions of greenhouse gases
(GHG) and if no action is taken, it can rise up
to 50 to 250% by 2050. Even though, shipping
is the cheapest mode of transport, the energy
efficiency was never stressed upon earlier.
The EEDI is actually a specific figure for an
individual ship design. It is expressed in
grams of CO2 per ship’s capacity-mile, i.e.
CO2 in grams per tonne-mile. It is calculated
by a formula based on the technical design
parameters for a given ship. Lower the EEDI,
better for the environment.
It is but logical that IMO (International Maritime
Organization) has taken the lead to ensure the
shipping industry owns up to the responsibility
and does the necessary part in reducing the
damage to the environment while remaining
as the economic lifeline of the world.
As the climate change is mostly associated
with global warming, IMO regulations target
mainly on the following to improve the
situation:
1. Commitment to reduction of greenhouse
gases (GHG) emissions
2. Strengthen the energy efficiency design
3. To introduce concrete proposals to reduce
methane slip and emission of volatile
organic compounds
4. Eliminating emission of ozone depleting
substances
Annex VI of MARPOL caters to the needs of
controlling all such air pollutions emerging
out from ships. Most of the measures to
combat NOx emissions is controlled by having
technical specifications during construction of
the engines, while the SOx can be reduced
by using the fuel with less Sulphur content
or by using scrubbers. The compliance with
EEDI requirements takes care of carbon
emissions, hence enabling the reduction of
emissions of the gas responsible for most of
the greenhouse effect.
The operational requirements do require
proper training of the seafarers, even though
sometimes it becomes difficult to satisfy the
criteria, because of age of the ship. Various
ports worldwide take the emissions from ship
very seriously. A thick smoke coming out of
ship’s funnel, in today’s scenario, puts the
vessel at the receiving end in a really bad
way. With the implementation of all such
regulations, most of the vessels have been
able to control the emissions. However, when

few old existing ships fail to comply, apart from
the fear of being fined or detained, a sense of
embarrassment also sets in.
Not only at the time of construction, but also
while the ship is in operation, it is required to
manage ship and fleet efficiency performance
over time. The tool for monitoring the system
efficiency, that is, the energy efficiency
operational indicator (EEOI) can be used to
interpret whether any change is required to
improve the efficiency, e.g. improved voyage
planning and more frequent propeller cleaning.
It can also be used to assess the effectiveness
of such actions as well as gauge the effect
of introduction of technical measure such as
newly fitted waste heat recovery systems or
new propeller.
Over time, the regulations pertaining to
prevention of harm to the environment caused
by unwanted discharge and emissions from
ship have taken compliance to a whole new
level.
However, the technical and operational
changes made on ships to comply with such
regulations have also geared up the ships in
a better way to reduce the footprints on the
environment.
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Achieving Reduced Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Capt. VR Krishnan,
Superintendent,
Fleet Personnel
ESM Mumbai

The shipping industry has been playing a
significant role in helping abate climaterelated changes in oceans and the
cryosphere. The International Maritime
Organization (IMO) has already curtailed
shipboard Sulphur emissions from Jan
1, 2020 by mandating use of fuel oil with
0.5% Sulphur content as against fuel of
3.5% Sulphur content being used before
this date. IMO has also asked the industry
to cut down greenhouse gases (GHG)
emissions by at least 50% by 2050 and
reduce individual vessel level emissions
in the region of 70% by 2050.

•

In order to minimise the environmental
pollution & lowering the impact of climate
change on the planet, below are some of the
actions being taken by the Maritime Industry:
•

Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems – This
equipment was envisaged as a scrubber
in which the Sulphur oxides emanating
out of the exhaust gas from the engine
or boiler passes into the scrubber and
is treated with seawater. The volume of
seawater depends upon engine size and
power output but equates approximately to
around 40m3 per MWh. This system allows
consumption of bunkers having 3.5%
Sulphur content to about 98% efficiency.
The Sulphuric acid generated as
by-product is diluted with sufficient
alkaline seawater to neutralize
and the wash water is discharged
into the open sea after being
treated in a separator to remove
any sludge. However, it comes
with its own challenges and
the debate largely revolves
around the cost of fitting and
using exhaust scrubbers versus
burning low-Sulphur marine gas
oil (MGO), which currently costs
about $400 per tonne more than highSulphur heavy fuel oil (HFO).

•

To achieve lower carbon emissions,
the maritime industry has also thought
beyond scrubbers and taken a fresh look
at a much older technology – SAILS.
This technology can be retrofitted too.
Converting an existing and suitable vessel
to carry sails can more than halve the cost
of all fuel consumed by a bulk carrier as
revealed from the trials done till date. The
savings would be to the tune of $7m to
$12m per year for the rest of a ship’s life. If
we consider a 15 years life span for a ship,
the savings would be at least $100m. But
due to high capital costs this hasn’t found
wider usage by shipowners so far.
Slow steaming – It was found that
reducing ship’s speed by 10% leads
to reduced emissions by about 30%.
However, it has been envisaged that a
modest 20% reduction in ship’s speed
would have a bigger impact on climate

of shipping by reducing GHG by 24% to
30%. It would also cut the SOx and NOx
air pollution from ships by about onethird. On doing so it would not only result
in lesser shipping accidents and reduce
shipping costs, but speed reductions are
quick, easy and very effective way to
achieve emissions reductions from ships.
Slow steaming is fairly popular, especially
coupled with the principle of just in time
(JIT) arrival for ships at load or discharge
ports to optimize their sailing time.
•

The Northern Sea Route is a shipping
lane between the Atlantic Ocean and the
Pacific Ocean along the Russian coast
of Siberia and the Far East. It crosses
five Arctic Seas: the Barents Sea, the
Kara Sea, the Laptev Sea, the East
Siberian Sea and the Chukchi Sea and
is now being used by ships because of
the seas becoming ice free due to global
warming! The unfortunate cost to the
environment (melting of ice) has come
as a saving for ships, especially for East
West sailings where upto 18 to 20 days
voyage time of ships has been reduced,
thereby contributing to effectively
reducing carbon emissions into the
environment.

With these and other options such
as optimum use of fuel oil as well as
stringent measures in place by IMO
regulations, it is expected that the
release of harmful GHG and Carbon
into the environment will be effectively
controlled. Needless to say, mitigating
the adverse effects of the harmful
emissions into atmosphere will require
industry-wide efforts and more needs to be
done in this growing space.

Northern Sea Route
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Impact of Global Warming and Tropical Storms
Change in Sea Surface Temperature, 1901-2015

Capt. Subhendu Hati
Dean, Nautical Studies
SIMS, Lonavala

Meteorologists around the world do not
rule out the possibility of an increase in
the number of intense Tropical Revolving
Storms (TRS) due to global warming,
though there are no clear statistics in
favour. There is a clear and confident
connection between warmer oceans and
cyclonic activities. The intensity of a TRS
to a large extent depends on the amount
of latent heat passed on to the atmosphere
from the water bodies. Warmer oceans lead
to a greater amount of evaporation which
in turn adds a greater amount of energy to
the atmosphere. With an increased amount
of heat energy, the convectional currents
will surely be stronger. On the other hand,
Global warming leads to a rise in the
seawater levels. With higher sea levels
and heightened intensity of storms, the
impact on the coastal areas will be more
devastating. Cyclones (a name for TRS in
the Indian Ocean Region) are influenced in
a number of ways due to climate change:
Higher temperatures of the oceans and sea
With higher seawater temperature more
evaporation will occur which has a double
effect. Firstly, it will strengthen the convectional
currents in the atmosphere which would
intensify wind speed associated with the
storms. Secondly warmer seas will result in
wetter TRSs resulting in greater precipitation
and floods in the coastal regions.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Authority
(NOAA) of the USA have concluded after
simulating complex models of the atmosphere,
that a 2°C rise in the atmospheric temperature
will lead to a significant increase in the number
of category 4 & 5 Hurricanes. NOAA follows
the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale,
which is based on the sustained wind speed
of hurricanes (the American name for TRS). In
this scale, Category 1 storms are those with a
maximum wind speed of 64 to 82 knots and
Category 5 with 137 Knots and higher.
Some recent Tropical storms along with their
central pressure, maximum wind speed and
total precipitation are shown in the following
chart. (Fig. 2)

Fig. 1

Higher Sea Level due to the
melting of Polar Ice
The rise in sea level will make
the TRSs more damaging.
With the present scenario of
emission of greenhouse gases,
even after various control
measures, scientists expect a
rise in sea level by 1 to 4 feet
(30 cms to 120 cms) during the
current century. This will amplify
the effect of storm surges in the
coastal areas. (Fig. 3)

Central
pressure
(Millibars)

Max wind
speed
(knots)

Maximum
Rainfall
(cm)

Harvey (2017 N Atlantic)

937

116

154

Lane (2018 N Atlantic)

926

140

152

Hagibis (2019 N Pacific)

915

140

100

Jebi (2019, N Pacific)

915

154

160-180

Fani (2019, Bay of
Bengal)

932

135

170-180

Name
(Year & area)

Reaching beyond the Tropics
The combined requirements
of Coriolis force and seawater
temperature above 26°C limit
the playground of Tropical
storms between 5° to about
23° Latitude on both sides of
the Equator. The absence of
Coriolis force at the equator
remains unchanged, hence
the lower limit of the latitude
also remains unchanged. But the increase in
seawater temperature has pushed the upper
limit further poleward. More significantly,
many of the storms are now maintaining their
intensity even after reaching the temperate
latitudes in the North Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. This change in pattern would put
newer areas under risk.
Conclusion
This article projects a general information and is
a compilation of conclusions from the numerous
studies carried out by environmentalists
though there are contradictions at certain

Fig. 2

Extent of Arctic Ice Cover

Fig. 3. On thin ice

level. But one common conclusion in the
studies conducted by various meteorologists is
that an increase in the intensity of the storms
is likely. Most recent research studies suggest
a trade- off between the number of storms and
the intensity of the storms. Warmer Oceans
will bolster the intensity of the Tropical Storms
but reduce the actual numbers.
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SIMS Lonavala Holds Graduation for 26th Batch of
GME Cadets

Chief Guest (Mr. S.M. Iyer, Director, ESM, India) inspecting the Guard of Honour

Excitement and bonhomie
permeated
the air as 39 cadets from the 26th batch
of Graduate Marine Engineering course
graduated in a ceremony held in SIMS
Lonavala on 26th February 2020. Proud
family members and juniors cheered and
applauded as cadets proudly walked up
to the stage to receive their graduating
certificates.
Chief Guest Mr. SM Iyer, Director, ESM
Mumbai in his congratulatory speech advised
the cadets on developing a positive attitude
towards their work and doing things the right
way. He further encouraged them to challenge
others to ensure safe working practices at all
time. He reminded them to put the valuable
training received in the institution into practice
which will be their guiding light on board.
Alex Sebastian Barcey, awarded Best Cadet
and scholarship student reflected on his
journey as a SIMS student. “It was a privilege
for me to be here. The culture of SIMS
regarding safety and discipline made me more
aware of my surroundings. The academics
aspect of how machineries work as well as the
Ship-In-Campus training made my journey an
overall fruitful experience.”
Adding, Cadet Mudassar Asim Khot said, “I’m
very happy to be graduating. It was my dream
to be a seafarer and now it’s a reality. My time
at SIMS helped me adopt various inherent
qualities necessary for a professional sailing

career. Having studied
here for a year, I have
seen my perspective
towards discipline and
safety change for the
better.”
Speaking after the
event, the father of
Cadet Ashwin Kumar
said, “As
parents,
we are thankful to
SIMS for providing a
platform for our son to
fulfill all our dreams.
After visiting SIMS,
we
are
convinced
that we made a very
good choice as far
as our son’s career is
concerned.”
Further
complimenting
the
institution, he said,
“SIMS Lonavala is very
beautiful and green.
Seeing all cadets in
their uniform made us
truly feel proud.”

Passing Out Parade of GME-26 batch cadets

Chief Guest interacting with the parents

The ceremony concluded with a prize
distribution and group photograph of the
batch. Among those who were present at
the occasion to encourage the graduating
batch were ESM Singapore and Mumbai
Superintendents, Captain Pradeep Bhadauria,

Mr. Ashish Kumar and Mr. Umesh Dhanvijay
along with a large number of faculty, staff of
SIMS and families of the cadets.
Our heartiest congratulations to the graduated
cadets and we look forward to their placements
on-board ESM managed vessels.
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Chief Guest with GME-26 batch cadets and SIMS faculty

The following prizes were awarded to
GME 26th Batch of Cadets:
1. Best Cadet: Cdt. Alex Sebastian Barcey
2. Best in Academics: Cdt. Sumeet Dilkush Juvatkar
3. 2nd Best in Academics: Cdt. Dipak Dashrath Kotwal
4. Best Hands-On Training: Cdt. Gagandeep Singh
5. Best Sportsman: Cdt. Kishor Uttam Bhure
6. Best Orator: Cdt. Shubham Kishor Kadu
7. Best Music: Cdt. Suraj Chacko Mathew
8. Best Cadet Captain: Cdt. Manish Kumar Rout
9. Best In HSSE: Cdt. Vaibhav Birla
10. Most Popular Cadet: Cdt. Prathamesh Rajendra Salvi

Cdt. Alex Sebastian Barcey receives
Best Cadet award from Chief Guest

GME-26 batch Graduation Ceremony at auditorium

Cdt. Manish Kumar Rout receives Best
Cadet Captain award from Chief Guest

Cdt. Sumeet Dilkush Juvatkar receives
Best in Academics award from Chief Guest

Cdt. Vaibhav Birla receives Best In HSSE
award from Chief Guest

Cdt. Ashwin Kumar with his family

‘Best Sportsman’ award receiver, Cdt. Kishor Uttam
Bhure with his family.

Cdt. Mudassar Asim Khot with his parents

Cdt. Pranaav Karekar with his family

‘2nd Best in Academics’ award receiver Cdt. Dipak
Dashrath Kotwal, with his family

Cdt. Aditya Tribhuvan with his family
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Spring is in the air

Cohabiting with nature at SIMS
Photos 1, 2 and 6 by:
Mr. K. Bhoopathi
Gardener, In-Charge
SIMS, Lonavala

1

2

3

Photos 3 and 5 by:
Cdt. Alex Barcey
GME-26
SIMS, Lonavala
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Photo 4 by:
Mr. Sagar Patil
Asst. System Administrator
SIMS, Lonavala
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The Tipping Point

No Longer a Conspiracy Theory

Mr. Jims Andrews
Vice Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

Irreversible changes to the planet’s richest
and most critical ecosystems have been
forecasted by various scientific agencies
the world over. Until recently these
estimates had generally projected the
catastrophic changes to be spread over a
large time frame, often ranging to several
decades or maybe centuries. Not anymore.
For example, it is common knowledge that
one of the world’s largest ecosystems, the
Amazon rainforests, is shrinking due to the
deadly combination of deforestation and
climate change, one driving the other.
Yet we find solace in the belief that the
cataclysm, if ever happens, will be witnessed
in another century. It is good to be optimistic,
but the overwhelming evidence gathered in
numerous scientific studies on the subject
points to a very grim reality. The concept of
‘Tipping Point’ of climate change can no longer
be dismissed as a Conspiracy Theory.
Many of our biospheres, the mighty Amazons
and the Caribbean Coral Reefs included,
are precariously hanging at the edge or the
so-called point of no return. And once that
point is reached, those subsystems which
had so far worked in tandem to sustain the
larger ecology, would conspire together to
achieve the opposite. As we know our planet
is an all-encompassing modular ecosystem in
itself, which in turn is made up of subsystems
like the Amazons, Himalayas, Great Barrier

Reef, Alps, Sub-Saharan forests and the
Western Ghats, it is not difficult to imagine the
Domino effect which will eventually result in its
collapse. Unless we act expressly and without
further delay.
The argument is, we need to prepare for
changes sooner than expected. To drive
home the point, let’s take a look at the
Amazon rainforests, arguably the richest of all
resources on our planet. The pattern remains
more or less the same across all ecosystems.
Amazonia – perilously close to the edge
Do we really comprehend that the

Deforestation in the Maranhão state of Brazil (Photo credit: Felipe Werneck)

metamorphosis of Amazon rainforests to an
arid savannah could happen in our lifetime
itself? The truth is often stranger than fiction.
Studies suggest that less than a 35% loss of
its vegetation could usher it to the tipping point
and the eventual annihilation. And to think that
we have already lost more than 20% of it in
the last 50 years, allegedly for development (a
misnomer)!
Worse still, the causes and the consequences
are not mutually exclusive. Rather, they operate
in perfect synchronization and contributes
to a vicious cycle. Take for instance the
peculiar case of human-driven deforestation
and global warming resulting in dwindling of
Amazon rainforests. Conclusive evidence
suggests that this shrinking of evergreen
foliage initiates a reduction in rain-inducing
vapour clouds (dubbed as flying rivers) which
are fed by humidity evaporating from trees.
The result is frequent droughts in the region,
as experienced in the years 2005, 2010, 2015
and 2016. Dried up rivers and waterbodies in
turn triggers further deforestation and regime
changes. This also speeds up the drying
process of dead trees and fuels wild fires, thus
adding to global warming and loss of forest
cover. And the cycle continues!
As the debate goes on as to when will be
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the tipping point, we are likely to find it out the
hard way. As per some scientific studies it
will take us only a few decades to wipe out
a biosphere which took 58 million years to
evolve. It means loss of habitat for millions of
people and countless species of animals. And
the amazons will now be a CO2 source than a
sink which it had been for last so many years.
The impact on world shipping
Shipping and allied industries prosper when
there is a combination of abundance of
resources and conducive geography. The
amazon basin offered both, and shipping
activities thrived along the mighty river and
its broad banks. Port of Manaus, 900 miles
inland from established ocean routes, handles
Panamax vessels. Containerized traffic,
general cargo and cruise shipping are areas
in which the port is doing exceedingly well.
Recent addition to the list is the spike in liquid
bulk traffic.
Studies indicate that a lion’s share of the
deforestation in the basin has happened
along the land transport corridors which
often promotes illegal logging and mining.
Thus shipping has emerged as a solution
for sustainable development in the region.
But despite the favourable commercial and
environmental aspects, shipping and allied
industries are also staring at the face of a
probable regime change. Such a paradigm
shift could result in drying up the rivers in the
basin, thus hampering shipping activities in the
foreseeable future. It needs to be understood
in this context that human activities like
shipping, and protection of ecosystems,
especially marine and coastal ecosystems, are
not mutually exclusive.
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A Mariner’s Odyssey
She will always be dear to me
Someday, I’ll take her to the sea
The ship will roll, the winds will blow
The weather may snow, but her face will glow.
Into the cold when ship will sail, her red lips will turn pale.
We will have hot meals, as the icebreaker will break the ice.
We shall pose like Jack and Rose.
In case of fire, she will carry the hose.
During my watch, she will rest on the couch.
When we’ll reach the port, she will grab her coat.
She does that thing with her hair, I can’t help but stare.
Her thoughts so sublime, makes me fall for her every single time.
This will be the routine, on the container vessel Evergreen.
As time passes by, It will be time to bid her goodbye
When the ship reaches port Santos, We say adios.
As she steps down the gangway, she reminisces her stay.
Next day I wake up to the fact that she is not there.
The things that didn’t bother me, I seemed to care.
But I cleared my mind, and got back to the grind
As my ship needed attention, else it would face detention
Poem by:
Cdt. Sumeet Juvatkar
GME-26
SIMS, Lonavala

That the global warming is real. is increasingly
proven by the scientific data. So also, the
consequent effect on the climate around
us cannot be missed. Hurricanes, storms,
extreme snowfalls have slowly become
norms, frequencies have increased and so is
their severity, The erratic and unpredictable
weather will directly impact the shipping- low
level water in rivers due erratic rain as well
high sea level due to melting of ice resulting
in storms and high tides creating havocs to the
port infra structure.
The critical question now is no longer when
that tipping point comes but rather how the
mankind resolves it as a holistic solution not
only for the shipping but the very survival of the
humankind in this planet.

Photo by:
Cdt. Prathamesh Salvi
GME-26
SIMS, Lonavala
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SIMS Lonavala Hosts Third Inter-Collegiate Olympiad
With a vision to build a strong maritime
community Samundra Institute of Maritime
Studies (SIMS) hosted its third Intercollegiate Olympiad on 27th February
2020 at its Lonavala campus. With two
successful runs in the previous years, the
maritime pentathlon saw six teams from
prestigious maritime institutions across
India showcase their skills in disciplines
such as, navigational, workshop skills and
maritime knowledge.
The panel of accomplished judges included
faculty members from Great Eastern Institute
of Maritime Studies, Training Ship Chanakya,
Indian Maritime University and SIMS.
Stimulating tasks under the ‘Navi/Sea skills’
category tested steering a ship from one
destination to another in restrictive conditions
such as two cargo ships crossing each other.
The competition, conducted in the navigation
lab simulator on campus required cadets
to demonstrate their knowledge on basic
navigation, seamanship, flags and Morse
code. Enthusiastic cadets also partook in the
lifting of valve assembly from one compartment
to another using chain pulley block. The ‘shop
skills’ category tested the cadets on different
tasks such as, identification of tools and work
pieces; assembling and fitting of tools and
tapping of drilled holes using various set of
taps. Participants performed each task within
a given time period while being observed for
teamwork, leadership skills, communications
and safety practices.
While the above core skills are a must-have for
success at sea, successful mariners also have
high interpersonal communication skills, which
was brought out in the ‘Professional skills’
and ‘Stage skills’ round. Cadets completed
an interesting audio and visuals quiz in the
former category and unleashed their onstage
creativity in the latter by performing a skit with
the theme, “The Old and Experienced vs The
Modern and Gadget Savvy Mariners”.
In the finale, cadets showcased their
sportsmanship skills in a softball cricket
match. The exciting super-over match had
four players in each team vying for the top
spot. The day’s events concluded with a prize
distribution ceremony for all the winners and a
singing performance by SIMS cadets.
Speaking at the end of the competition,
Cdt. Shubham Yadav from T.S Chanakya

Mr. Biju Baben (Dean, Marine Engineering) addressing the SIMS OLYMPIAD 2020 event, during inaugural ceremony

Cadets from ‘Maritime Training Institute’ partaking in Workshop Skills competition.

Cadets from ‘Tolani Maritime Institute’ in the Navi-Sea skill test in
SIMS Navigation lab Simulator.

commended the hospitality received at SIMS.
Echoing similar sentiments, Cdt. Meghna
Menon from Great Eastern Institute of Maritime
Studies praised the competition and thanked
SIMS for creating such an opportunity, “I truly
had a great time.”
Our heartiest congratulations to all the
participating, winning teams for their excellent
sportsmanship!

SIMS cadets partaking in ‘lifting &
shifting of weight’ task (Navi-Sea skill)

Participating maritime institutes include the
Great Eastern Institute of Maritime Studies
(Lonavala), Hindustan Institute of Maritime
Training (Chennai), Maritime Training Institute
Shipping Corporation of India (Powai), Tolani
Maritime Institute (Pune), T.S Chanakya Indian
Maritime University (Mumbai).
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SIMS Olympiad 2020 - Prize List
Workshop Skills
1. First Prize: Hindustan Institute of
Maritime Training
2. Second Prize: Samundra Institute of
Maritime Studies
Professional Skills
1. First Prize: Samundra Institute of
Maritime Studies
2. Second Prize: Training Ship Chanakya

Navi /Sea Skills
1. First Prize: Great Eastern Institute of
Maritime Studies
2. Second Prize: Maritime Training
Institute, Mumbai
Stage Skills
1. First Prize: Tolani Maritime Institute
2. Second Prize: Training Ship Chanakya
Super Over Skills
1. First Prize: Samundra Institute of
Maritime Studies
2. Second Prize: Hindustan Institute of
Maritime Training
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Overall Winners:
1. Perfect Team at Sea” Award
Over all Champions:
Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies
2. “Efficient Team at Sea” Award
Runner up Champions:
Training Ship Chanakya
3. “Best Cadet” Award for the entire
competition:
Cdt. Ms. Bhavna Ramraje, Tolani
Maritime Institute

Cadets from Training Ship Chanakya performing skit in the
stage skill competition.

Setting the stage for Quiz rounds in professional skill competition

Tolani Maritime Institute team receives ‘First prize
award in Stage Skills’ from Capt. Subroto Khan from
Great Eastern Institute of Maritime Training, Lonavala

Cdt. Ms. Bhavna Ramraje (Tolani
Maritime Institute) receives ‘Best
Cadet’ Award from Capt. Laxmi
Narayan Mandal, TS Chanakya.

Great Eastern Institute of Maritime Studies cadet
team receives ‘First prize award in Navi-Sea Skills’

Training Ship Chanakya cadet team receives “Efficient Team at
Sea” Award (Runner up championship)

Best batting performance from Cdt. Utkarsh Srivastava,
B Tech 07 (SIMS, Lonavala) in Super Over competition

Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies, cadet team receives ‘Perfect
Team at sea’ Award (Over all Championship)
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Case Study: Incinerator Fire
* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and lessons learnt through this case study.
Please send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.
went up to the incinerator
platform to check the
parameters.
He
found
satisfactory
condition
from outside and junior
engineer was standing
near the incinerator room
waiting for the combustion
temperature to stabilize.
Junior
Engineer
also
inquired about Aux. Engine
job and said he would soon
join them for turbocharger
overhaul. Second engineer
continued his rounds and
left.
A VLG/C vessel was at open sea, enroute
on a long ballast passage to the load port.
On Monday morning at 8am – in the Engine
control room, the second engineer was
allocating daily jobs to all the staff. He
had planned for Aux. engine turbocharger
overhauling and he instructed crew to start
the job. He instructed the junior engineer
to run the incinerator for waste oil burning,
instructing him to take help of motorman
to collect all the garbage accumulated
and burn it. However, Junior Engineer
decided to do all the jobs by himself. He
had done the task for the last five months
and was familiar with the task. A little while
later, during his rounds, second engineer

About 15 minutes later the junior wiper rushed
to the engine control room. He reported that
the incinerator temperatures were shooting
up abnormally. Simultaneously they received
a fire alarm on general alarm system. There
was fire within the tray, the burner area had
turned red hot, with hot waste oil leaking from
the furnace door and spreading fire around
incinerator. No alarm or trip had been activated
on the panel. Second engineer swiftly shut-off
the quick closing valves & turned the MCB
breaker off. Other crew assisted him in fighting
the fire with portable and semi-portable
extinguishers. The outside fire was put-off but
inside fire appeared large and continued for

From the details provided please
provide answers to the following
regarding this case study:
1. What were the likely immediate and
root causes for above incident?
2. Is there any MARPOL regulation
specifying
Incinerator
operating
limits?

Mr. Mahesh A Patil
Engineering Faculty, SIMS, Lonavala

almost 20 minutes and finally it took almost 1
hour more for the incinerator to cool down.
A thorough investigation was carried by the
classification society surveyor and owner’s
representatives to fathom damages and to
ascertain the causes. The refractory had
reportedly been damaged over the past few
months, the safety alarm/ trip system was out
of order and investigation revealed that there
were oil leakages from the burner.

Responses to Previous Issue Case Study

“Mooring Incident on a Bulk Carrier at Port”: Issue 48 (January 2020)
Thank you readers for the large number of feedback and responses on the previous case study. Here’s a
compilation of the answers received:
1. What are the various measures to be
taken to handle the mooring when
calling river ports?
1. 50% of the crew should be standby
all the time.
2. Gangway should be raised up when
not required.
3. Officer on watch should stay on
deck.
2. What mooring compositions will you
prefer forward and aft?
Mooring composition should be such
that at all times at least 3 headlines,

2 back springs and one breast rope
(Forward & Aft) are kept on equal strength.
Total composition should be 4+2+2.
3. How will you ensure the passing ships
will adhere to the port regulations?
a. Port should give schedule of ships (in
and out) to Master.
b. Master should be on the bridge when
ship is passing.
c. Should be in contact with Port control,
VTI & Master or pilot of the passing
vessel.

4. What Plan B will you have to tackle
when the passing vessel is not
following the regulations?
Plan B will be as per port, area,
availability of resources.
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Promotions Onboard ESM-Managed Fleet During
First Quarter

JE AJITH
BALAKRISHNA KURUP
GME 20

JE ARCHIT HEMANT
PHONDGE
GME 20

JE KUMAR ABHINAV
GME 20

JE NIKHIL NAMDEV
GME 18

JE AKHIL RAVI
GME 18

JE DEEPAK BHAI PATEL
GME 20

JE MOHAMMAD
RAFEEQ IQBAL
GME 20

JE ARNAB
CHAKRABORTY
GME 20

JE NASARUDDIN G
UBAITHULLAH
GME 19

JE HARIKRISHNAN
KIZHAKKAYIL
Btech 003

JE KIRAN DINKAR
MANE
GME 18

JE HARSHDEEP
SINGH SANDHU
GME 20

JE JAGPREET SINGH
GME 21

JE SRIKANTH
RAPARTHI
GME 19

JO VIKRANT SINGH
DNS 17

JO SUBHAM KUMAR
CHOUDHARY
DNS 18

JO AMAL MANIYALIL
BABU
DNS 15

JO AKHIL CHANDRAN
PILLAI
DNS 15

JO ADARSH C
DEEPTHY
DNS 17

JO GURNOOR SINGH
MAKIN
DNS 17

JO VITHAL AHLUWALIA
DNS 17

JO HARKAMALJIT
SINGH BAL
DNS 15

JO ALKESH JAGADISH JO LAKSHEY MAHAJAN
BHAI DEVALIA
DNS 17
DNS 18

JO SHOEB ABDUL
GANI CHOUGLE
DNS 17

JO NEIL ABHIRAM
WAKANKAR
DNS 018

JO SHANTANU SINGH
DNS 17

JO MUHAMMED
SHANOOB
DNS 17
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CAMPUS NEWS

Annual Sports Meet at SIMS Lonavala
Excitement was palpable in the air as
cadets and faculty members from both
the SIMS campuses, (Lonavala & Mumbai)
gathered for the Annual Sports Meet event
held on 29th February 2020. The sun shone
brightly as the event saw a variety of
competitive sports in play such as faculty
race, athletics, volleyball and table tennis
tournament, aquatics and cricket. The
four cadet houses at SIMS - Ganga, Tapti,
Godavari and Kaveri competed for top
spots while faculty members competed
with each other in fun and friendly matches.
The event kicked off with running and walking
races for faculty members, while enthusiastic
cadets representing their houses showcased
their skills in the athletics category amidst loud
cheers and applauses.

Commencement of run for under 40 staff

A round of friendly competition, marked by
powerful and resounding hits ensued between
the faculty members in the volleyball and table
tennis tournaments, wherein Team Lonavala
took the lead.
Aquatics was indeed full of theatrics and the
highlight of the day. With categories such
as freestyle, breaststroke, backstroke and
butterfly; spectators watched thoroughly
engaged in a nail-biting match as each
participant swam magnificently.
The day’s events came to a wrap with a
grand finale of cricket matches. Six teams
comprising of faculty members competed in a
Box Cricket match. It was a delight for cadets
to witness their mentors competing against
each other. Led by Mr Jims Andrews, Vice
Principal, SIMS Lonavala, the administrative
department reigned victorious. The finale also
saw GME-26 batch cadets and staff members
play a round of cricket match.

Ladies of SIMS Mumbai & SIMS Lonavala all set for the walkathon on the SIMS peripheral road

Concluding the event with a prize
distribution, Mr. Maneesh Jha, Principal,
SIMS Mumbai and Vice-Principal Mr. Jims
Andrews, SIMS Lonavala thanked everyone
for their participation, cooperation and
display of sportsmanship. It was indeed a
day filled with fun, enthusiasm, team spirit
and memories to cherish.
60 mtr sprint – a close finish, winner Cadet Shreejoy Bid,
Kaveri house

Passing out batch GME-26 in a friendly cricket match with Staff
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Winning team of Tapti House in Aquatics with the
HR Manager cum Sports In Charge, Col. Sharath Laskar

Winners of Kaveri house with Faculty staff,
Capt Anuradha Jha

All eyes and ears for the whistle to commence the race

Winner of Run for staff above 40, Mr Sitaram
Bhalothiya with Mr Biju Baben

Winner of 25 mtr freestyle in Aquatics, Cadet Prateek
Siwach with Faculty, Mr N S Soman

Winning team in Box cricket receiving the Trophy

Full Results:
Run below 40

Mr Amit Das (Assistant Electrician, SIMS Lonavala)

Run above 40

Mr Sitaram Bhalothiya (Warden, SIMS Lonavala)

Walking above 40

Lt.Col. Sharat Laskar (Faculty HR & Manager HR & Admissions, SIMS Lonavala )

Walking (Ladies)

Ms Harshali Kotakar (Psyschologist, SIMS Mumbai

Table Tennis

Mr. Prasad Godbole (Faculty Marine Engineering and OIC Ship in Campus, SIMS Lonavala)

Athletics

100m Sprint
Cadet Aniket Shirodkar –
B Tech 09 (Ganga House)

Athletics (Staff)

100m Sprint (Male)
Mr Shesharam Rokade (House Keeping Boy, SIMS
Mumbai)

Volleyball

SIMS Lonavala Team (Capt Subhendu Hati, Mr Sandeep Harne, Mr Anand Koni, Sachin Gaikwad, Sitaram
Bhalothiya and Mr Pravinkumar Dabhi)

Box Cricket

Admin dept team lead by Mr Jims Andrews (Vice Principal & Head, SIMS Lonavala)

Aquatics (staff)

50m Freestyle
Mr Raymond Swamy (Assistant Personal Officer, SIMS Lonavala)

Aquatics (cadets)

25m Freestyle
Cadet Prateek Siwach –
B Tech 07 (Kaveri House)

25m Butterfly
Cadet Prithviraj Das –
B Tech 09 (Tapti House)

25m Backstroke
Cadet Prithviraj Das –
B tech 09 (Tapti House)

25m Breaststroke
Cadet Ishraj Singh –
DNS 28 (Godavari House)

50m freestyle
Cadet Asit Naik – DNS 28
(Ganga House)

100m freestyle
Cadet Prithviraj Das –
B Tech 09 (Tapti House)

4x25m freestyle relay
1) Tapti
2) Ganga
3) Godavari

Best Swimmer:
Cadet Prithviraj Das of
BTech 09 (Tapti)

Cricket

60m Sprint
Cadet Shreejoy Bid –
B Tech 09 (Kaveri House)

GME 26 batch beat Staff team

4x100m relay
Kaveri

60m Sprint (Female)
Ms Allecen Tigga (Secretary SIMS Mumbai)
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Crossword Puzzle
3

5

1

7

11

10

Cdt. Mudassar Khot
GME-26,
SIMS Lonavala

9

Nilesh Parab (GME-16)
SIMS, Lonavala
8

2

4
6

Sumit Dogra
3/O
ESM Vessel
Chembulk Barcelona

15

13

14. An innovative concept of reducing hull
friction by 5-15 % by generating layer of
air between the hull and water surface.
15. The CO2 emission index used to
evaluate the vessel design.

12

Down

14

Across
2. The method where the ships run through
the batteries along with conventional
engine to reduce the emission.
4. Sea areas in which controls were
established to minimize airborne
emission from ships according to
MARPOL.

6. The plan consisting of procedures and
description of actions to be taken in the
event of an oil pollution incident according
to MARPOL
8. The American rules on the safety of
transport of hydrocarbon by sea.
10. Conventional referred to as the law of
the sea which came into effect on 16th
November 1982.
12. Connecting ships to the onshore power
supply and shut down gens in order to
decrease exhaust emission and noise.

1. Process of diluting the intake air with
exhaust gases to reduce NOX emission
3. The selective catalytic reduction can cut
the emission of __________ by over
90%.
5. The world’s first liquefied natural gas
powered container ship.
7. The method used for humidification of
combustion air to reduce NOX emission.
9. The process of deliberately reducing
the speed of ships to cut down fuel
consumption and carbon emission.
11. A global campaign committed to
protecting the Arctic from the hazards
and risks posed by the use of HFO.
13. Exhaust gas cleaning system that
reduce the emission of SOX content in
the fuel.

Answers
Down: 1. EXHAUSTGASRECIRCULATION 3. NITROGENOXIDE 5. ISLABELLA 7. HUMIDAIRMOTOR 9. SLOWSTEAMING
11. CLEANARCTICALLIANCE 13. SCRUBBERS
Across: 2. HYBRIDISATION 4. ECA 6. SOPEP 8. OPA 10. UNCLOS 12. COLDIRONING 14. AIRLUBRICATION 15. EEDI

Visitors’ Comments
First Quarter, 2020
Very impressed your good training facility and outstanding instructors.
I convince ESM crew make our fleet more safety and effective.
Mr Atsuro Kanai
Crew Section Marine Department
Shoei Kisen Kaisha, Ltd, Japan

Photo by:
Mr. K. Bhoopathi, Gardener, In-Charge

